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RADICAL REIMAGINING
Guovdageaidnu the productive city requires a radical reimagining of city as 
place and productivity as a neoclassical theory dependent on a dichotomy of 
‘nature and culture’ and ‘people and things’. Guovdageaidnu is as much a part 
of the land as the land is a part of Guovdageaidnu. The land is a productive 
scape for social relations, cultural identities, long histories and present day 
livelihoods. 

This is a landscape of use. It is a landscape that is always present, and ever 
moving. An iced river becomes a path in winter, a fishing ground in summer. The 
land itself is defined by use and is in a constant state of renegotiation as the 
weather and seasons change. The land continually fluctuating between times of 
movement and rest. Departures and destinations do not exist. Everything is ever 
ongoing.

Through series of small precise interventions the main objective of this 
proposal is to not only recapture Guovdageaidnu’s history, but to create 
character and identity in relation to the land itself. Land is identity, it belongs to 
Guovdageaidnu.

The proposal fundamentally rejects traditional planning as a viable point of 
departure for nurturing Sami identity and culture. The continued reliance 
on ideas of centralization and programs demanding of critical mass and 
predictability is continually at odds with a land intrincially tied to the people who 
live in it. The landscape of Guovdageaidnu remain in every sense a contested 
one.

This map is from 1921-23. It is as much a mapping as a map, telling a story 
of how the landscape has been used. Fragments of roads and paths without 
destinations. Cabins, shelters and farms in the middle of nowhere. Historic 
photographs of Guovdageaidnu tell the same story, buildings are points on 
a continuous surface, paths and roads do not stand out. Still today, it is the 
features of the landscape that define the place; built structures in an endless sea 
of orange birch trees in the fall, the paths, roads and infrastructure disappearing 
in winter. This juxtaposition of elements is the very core of Guovdageaidnu. 
The imprints of the past and present on an ever changing landscape. Always 
between floating and fixed. Between moving and resting.
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14 - The spoken land
Mapping in the Sami tradition is oratorical, drawing a cultural narrative landscape of individual 
and collective stories and memories. The maps, the stories, in themselves bearer of topony-
mic knowledge from generation to generation and a means of continually binding the Sami 
to their environment. As a means of reclaiming the cultural landscape of Guovdageaidnu, the 
tourist office is encouraged to absolve all 2D maps of Guovdageaidnu, replacing them instead 
with new forms of cartography that better facilitate for transmission of toponymic knowledge. 
An audioguide is suggested as a truer mapping of the landscape itself and through frequent 
retelling and reinterpretation has the ability to change depending on seasonal and landscape 
changes. For visitors to Guovdageaidnu a spoken map provides a point of entry into a land of 
culture and narratives

15 - Wrapping Guovdageaidnu
Guovdageaidnu has more than 900 individually registered businesses employing 1 person. 
The challenge for the community is to generate an infrastructure that can support a decentra-
lized, participant-driven working method while building a distinguishable brand linked to place 
and identity. The proposal suggests a simple, easily recognizable wrapping for all products 
and services originating in Guovdageaidnu as a means of implementing a low cost integration 
of commons based peer production. The wrapping itself is tied up to a combination of distri-
bution channels both digital and internationally and postage is sponsored by the chamber of 
commerce.
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”If you’re leaving, and your aim is to get there, you start going up to the tree limit, when you reach the tree limit you follow the river, until you reach a skáidi 
[piece of land at the junction of two waterways], and then you go, for example, over the first brook but not over the other, and walk until you reach that lake, 
and you’re going to cross to go over the next mountain, on your left side”
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The act of reorienting
The proposal is founded on two levels of reorientation 
for Guovdagaidnu. Firstly, through a series of physical 
places, the proposal provides new access points to 
land and resources. Secondly, a series of strategies 
are proposed with the aim of strengthening the identity 
of Guovdageaidnu through site-specific experiences. 
These interventions work together, the fixed and 
the flexible, built entities in specific locations, and 
strategies as a flexible layer, varying in location and 
destination.

Each physical intervention aims to provide access 
to a different part of the landscape. They each aim 
to expand the identity of Guovdageaidnu beyond 
the town limits. Guovdageaidnu is not defined by 
its buildings or the spaces between them but by the 
larger landscape and the stories the history, memories 
and livelihoods that interweave with it. In a space of 
movement and activity places exist in relation to one 
another, to the weather and the natural seasons. The 
places proposed become part of a unique movement 
through the landscape, both for local inhabitants and 
tourists. The points are open for all, to visit, to pass 
by, to stay. They connect the people to the landscape 
by facilitating for use, movement, and rest. They are 
simple, functional structures of rough materiality, 
sometimes connected to a specific program, most 
have a separate facilites for storage. When not in use, 
the points, like the landscape they sit within, rest. 

Reclaiming the identity of Guovdageaidnu, is also 
about introducing strategies for placemaking that 
do not involve building new structures. An important 
aspect is that these interventions make use of existing 
structures, are easy to implement, and are low cost. 
As social constructs they are flexible and adaptable to 
seasonal rhythm or capacity. This will generate unique 
stories for tourists visiting Guovdageaidnu, and the 
feeling of having experienced something authentic. We 
propose three key strategies:

The spoken land: tourists visiting Guovdageaidnu 
will not be handed a regular tourist map. They will be 
given an audioguide, explaining the landscape and its 
names, in line with the Sami tradition. 

Mormor’s café: In a small community that lack critical 
mass to sustain a café, visitors are invited to take part 
in the primary social arena; the home.

Wrapping Guovdageaidnu: as part of a marketing 
strategy, all articles made in Guovdageaidnu, sent by 
mail, or sold – will be wrapped in a paper specially 
designed for and by Guovdageaidnu.

10 - The Slip
The boat slip and boat house enables access to the river. All the interventions in this proposal 
create physical places with the aim of making accessible different aspects, parts and resour-
ces in the landscape. Each intervention a point of departure. The slip is a point of departure 
for individual and collective use of the river. It is not for the municipality to define its use, but 
to facilitate access. The slip is a public service, accessible to anyone. Available for those who 
might want to build a business based on river activities to families and individuals who lack 
easy access to the riverside. The place itself holds potential for use, resting and expecting. 

02 / 13 - Mormor café
A key social arena in Guovdageaidnu is the family home. 
Within which women in particular play a key role as agents 
responsible for upholding relations between people. The 
proactive and reactive resource these women hold is often 
overlooked in development of society. The mormor café ac-
tivates the cultural capital of these women and their informal 
living rooms. The location rotates based on individual hosts 
preferences and availability. Kari may prefer to host morning 
coffee before church on Sunday, while Ellen takes visitors 
cloudberry picking each autumn. Open to locals and visitors 
alike the home hospitality of mormor’s living room provide an 
opportunity for visitors to experience authentic and intimate 
meeting with the local community and an opportunity for the 
local community for building social capital and relations bet-
ween different ages and social groups. Building social and 
economic resilience through recognition of existing and local 
structures and resources. 

00 / 01 - Places in the landscape
In the vastness of the Sami territories, places of rest become 
points of departure and navigation that facilitate movement 
both within and between different spaces. Old maps show 
that there were multiple of these points on Finnmarksvidda. 
As part of the design interventions, we are reestablishing two 
as public points of departure. In the same sense as Guovda-
geaidnu is a place by virtue of being a midway point between 
Alta and Karesuando, Nordreisa and Karasjok the places we 
establish enable longer journeys into the wider landscape. 
They expand the sence of Guovdageaidnu as a place, but 
remain connected to the town itself. 
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